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Abstract—A large body of research in human communication
has shown that a person’s height plays a key role in how
persuasive, attractive, and dominant others judge the person to
be. Robotic telepresence systems—systems that combine video-
conferencing capabilities with robotic navigation to allow geo-
graphically dispersed people to maneuver in remote locations—
represent remote users, operators, to local users, locals, through
the use of an alternate physical representation. In this repre-
sentation, physical characteristics such as height are dictated by
the manufacturer of the system. We conducted a two-by-two
(relative system height: shorter vs. taller; team role: leader vs.
follower), between-participants study (n = 40) to investigate how
the system’s height affects the local’s perceptions of the operator
and subsequent interactions. Our findings show that, when the
system was shorter than the local and the operator was in a
leadership role, the local found the operator to be less persuasive.
Furthermore, having a leadership role significantly affected the
local’s feelings of dominance with regard to being in control of
the conversation.

Index Terms—Robot-mediated communication; robotic telep-
resence systems; height; team role; compliance

I. INTRODUCTION

From articles about the importance of making a good first
impression to dressing up for an important interview, physical
appearance has been shown to play a large part in how we
are perceived, judged, and treated by others. While there are a
multitude of ways in which individuals alter how they present
themselves, there are also many characteristics that we have
very limited control over, such as our height.

Research in human communication has shown that height can
be critical to how people are perceived; being taller is associated
with a number of positive traits such as being more poised,
self-assured, composed, relaxed, expressive, and persuasive [1],
[2]. These traits may also extend to benefits such as higher
pay [3] and being judged to be more attractive [4], [5]. While
researchers have investigated such benefits in contexts where
height is not malleable, how these effects might extend to
robotic systems, where designers are able to dictate physical
appearance, has yet to be explored.

Telepresence robots are one such system that supports robot-
mediated communication and provides designers with the
ability to control an alternate physical representation of the
remote user. These systems are similar to videoconferencing
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Fig. 1. Example of height differences between a shorter telepresence robot
(left), a taller (right) telepresence robot, and a participant.

technology in that they project a video-mediated image of the
remote user, the operator, onto a screen. However, many of
these systems seek to enhance the presence of the operator by
extending the capabilities of the system beyond that of video-
mediated communication. These enhancements are enabled
through robotic technologies that add mobility and greater
vision or awareness to the capabilities of the operator [6]. By
mounting the videoconferencing screen on a mobile base and
allowing the operator to manipulate the cameras, telepresence
robots not only enable the remote user to more fully control his
or her experience, but also create physical embodiments through
which operators can act. By altering aspects of these physical
embodiments, designers can shape the relationship between
the remote and local users, locals, positively or negatively. For
example, positive effects might make remote team members feel
closer to their local counterparts [7], improving productivity,
while negative outcomes may include subverting a remote
doctor’s authority and causing less treatment compliance in
patients [8].
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Due to the newly emerging market for telepresence robots
and the nascent nature of research in the area, designers
and developers lack guidelines for specifying the physical
characteristics of these systems. As a result, today’s com-
mercially available systems drastically vary in many physical
characteristics, such as height. Systems currently on the market
stand at static heights of between 40 – 72 inches (101.6 – 182.9
cm) tall [9]–[13] and heights that are adjustable within the
range of 30 – 72 inches (76.2 – 182.9 cm) [14], [15].

In this paper, we explore how the height of the system, and
thus the perceived height of the operator relative to that of the
local user, affects robot-mediated communication.

II. BACKGROUND

In the following section, we discuss related work that
provides background for the effects that height has in face-
to-face and mediated communication, informing our efforts
to untangle the role it plays in communication using robotic
products.

A. Height in Human Communication

Research in human communication has shown that differ-
ences in height impact how people are perceived [16] and
treated [3]. People who are taller relative to the perceiver are
associated with being more dominant and thus possessing a
host of other positive characteristics, such as being perceived
as more relaxed, composed, expressive, dramatic, persuasive,
poised, self-assured, having more leadership qualities, and
exhibiting less self-censorship [1], [2]. Prior work has observed
that taller people are often judged to be more attractive [4], [5]
and have received higher pay [3] than their shorter counterparts.
These effects are most prevalent in short-term interactions and
may diminish in interactions that occur over longer periods [17].

The effects of height on people’s perceptions of others and
on their subsequent interactions have also been shown to extend
into video-mediated communication and virtual reality [18],
[19]. Research in these contexts has found that participants
communicating via videoconferencing [18] or in virtual reality
[19] had increased influence when they perceived themselves
to be taller than the person with whom they were interacting.

B. Height in Human-Robot Interaction

Human-robot interaction (HRI) research has explored how
people’s perceptions of a robot and their interactions with it
are affected by its height. For instance, Walters [20] found
that participants judged shorter humanlike robots to be less
conscientious than taller humanlike robots. In a design study,
users preferred the taller robot version of 56 inches (142 cm)
to shorter versions because they did not want to bend down
to interact with it [21]. While these findings highlight the
importance of height in HRI, how they might translate to the
domain of robot-mediated communication is an open question.

C. Height in Robot-Mediated Communication

While prototype and research models of telepresence robots
such as the Personal Roving Presence [22] have been in

existence for over 15 years, advances in robotic technology and
wireless networking over the past decade have enabled these
systems to become more widely available [9]–[12], [14], [15].
This availability has created many opportunities for designers
and for research aimed at creating design guidelines.

Recent studies have explored how telepresence robots are
used in naturalistic settings, particularly in organizations [23],
[24], in home healthcare [25], and with older adults [26]. Other
studies have examined how system appearance and feelings
of ownership might affect interactions [7] or have pushed
the boundaries of robotic telepresence systems by creating
humanlike physical representations of the remote user [27],
[28]. While this research has delved into the question of how
the visual framing or humanlike qualities of the system affect
interactions between the local and the operator, how the relative
height of the system might shape interactions between local
and remote users has yet to be explored.

D. Roles in Communication
Research in human communication has shown that the roles

assigned to individuals in a group may drastically alter behavior
in terms of perceived authority, dominance, and aggression [29].
While some work in human-robot interaction has shown that
this type of verbal framing can be effective in altering people’s
perceptions of robotic systems [30], further investigation is
needed to understand how this may affect people’s perceptions
of other humans when their communication is mediated by a
robotic telepresence system.

Our study seeks to understand the extent to which the
effects of height observed in human communication and
human-robot interaction settings generalize to robot-mediated
communication. In particular, we look at how height may serve
to undermine or support a user’s role when a disparity exists
between the user’s physical and assigned levels of authority.
This understanding will provide design guidelines for future
development of robotic communication products and promote
longer and more natural interactions between geographically
distributed people.

III. HYPOTHESES

Based on this body of prior work, we formulated the central
hypothesis that the height of the telepresence robot relative
to the height of the local user would support or undermine
the local user’s feelings of authority when interacting with an
operator. In particular, the height of the operator will have the
following predicted effects under different authority structures:

Hypothesis 1: When interacting with an operator that is
using a shorter telepresence robot, local participants who are
assigned a leadership role will exhibit the most dominance.

Hypothesis 2: When interacting with an operator that is using
a taller telepresence robot, local participants who are assigned
a follower role will exhibit the least dominance.

Hypothesis 3: Local participants interacting with an operator
that is using a shorter telepresence robot will exhibit more
dominance, regardless of their assigned role, than those who
interact with an operator that is using a taller telepresence
robot.
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IV. METHOD

To test these hypotheses, we conducted a 2 (relative system
height: shorter vs. taller) by 2 (team role: leader vs. follower)
between-participants controlled laboratory experiment. All
study participants acted as local users and a confederate
operated a telepresence robot that was either shorter or taller
than the participant. Participants were also assigned a role as
either the leader of the team or the follower in the team to
create differing levels of perceived authority between the users.
The confederate operator was a 20-year-old female logged into
the telepresence robot from a remote location, approximately
2,000 miles away from the local site. The same confederate
operated the robot across all trials.

A. Participants

Forty adults (5 females and 5 males in each condition), whose
ages ranged between 18 and 70 years, M = 35.1, SD = 15.7,
volunteered to participate. We recruited via a local university’s
online bulletin board, through e-mail lists, word of mouth from
participants of previous studies, and posters placed around the
neighborhood. Participants reported that they were somewhat
familiar with robots, M = 4.20, SD = 2.27 (1 = not very
familiar; 7 = very familiar). They were compensated $20 for
each hour of study participation.

B. Tasks

During the study, participants completed two main tasks:
the Desert Survival Task and the Ultimatum Task. Both tasks
involved negotiation between the local participant and the
confederate operator. During each task, we collected video
footage from three cameras positioned in the experiment room.
The paragraphs below provide more detail on each task.

1) Desert Survival Task: The first task involved a version
of the Desert Survival Problem [31] that had been modified
to include items which would be recognizable and relevant
in a present-day survival situation [7]. We gave participants
written instructions describing a bus crash in a desert in New
Mexico and asked them to rank a list of nine items in order of
each item’s importance to their survival. This initial ranking
served as the baseline measurement for agreement between the
participant and the confederate. The items included a map of
New Mexico, a book called Edible Animals of the Desert, duct
tape, a first-aid kit, a cosmetic mirror, a flashlight (four-battery
size), a magnetic compass, one two-quart flask of 100-proof
vodka per person, and one plastic raincoat per person.

We chose the Desert Survival Task for several reasons. First,
it has been used in previous mediated communication studies
(e.g., [7], [18]) and has been tested for both reliability and
validity. Second, the task includes a measure of agreement.
Third, participants are inclined to believe that they should be
good at the task, which results in a large amount of variance.

After the participant’s initial ranking, we algorithmically
generated a set of initial rankings for the confederate that was
consistently different from those of the participant [7]. The
confederate and the participant then discussed the differences
in their rankings. During the discussion, the participant and the

confederate sought to come to a consensus on a final ranking
of the items. The confederate followed a pre-scripted dialog,
as in previous work [7].

2) Ultimatum Task: Our second task was the Ultimatum
Task [32], a negotiation-based economics exercise that has
been used in previous work to study perceptions of dominance
in a virtual reality setting [19].

The task involves a total of four rounds and a hypothetical
pool of $100 to be split between the participant and the
confederate in each round. Either the participant proposes
a split of the money in the pool and the confederate has the
option of accepting or rejecting the split, or vice versa. We
also told the participant that if the split was accepted, then
the money would be shared accordingly, but if the split was
rejected, then neither person would receive any money.

The participant designated the split in the first and third
rounds and the confederate proposed the split in the second
and fourth rounds. As in previous work [19], the confederate
accepted any proposals where she received more than $10 out
of the $100. During the second round, the confederate always
proposed a 50/50 split, and in the fourth round, the confederate
offered a 75/25 split with $75 going to the confederate.

C. Measures

We used measures of agreement from the two tasks, subjec-
tive measures via a post-experiment questionnaire, and behav-
ioral data collected through qualitative coding of significant
behaviors that indicate the dominance of the participant toward
the confederate.

1) Task Measures: In the Desert Survival Task, we measured
the compliance of the participant using the difference between
the confederate’s initial scores and the final consensus rankings.
The confederate’s initial rankings were calculated to be consis-
tently distant from the participant’s; therefore, the difference
between the initial rankings of the participant and those of the
confederate was consistent across trials. Thus, the difference
between the final consensus ranking and the confederate’s initial
ranking measured how much influence the confederate had on
the participant. A larger difference meant that the participant
was less persuaded by the confederate’s arguments, whereas a
smaller difference indicated that the confederate’s arguments
had more of an impact. In the Ultimatum Task, we used three
measures: the initial split proposed by the participant in the
first round, the split proposed by the participant in the third
round, and whether or not the participant accepted the unfair
75/25 split proposed by the confederate in the last round.

2) Subjective Measures: We used questions from two
separate scales that have been tested for reliability and validity
in our questionnaire.

Interpersonal Dominance Scale. To measure perceived domi-
nance, we used the Interpersonal Dominance Scale [33], which
measures dominance along five dimensions: poise, persuasion,
conversational control, panache, and self-assurance. The scale is
comprised of 32 statements on perceptions of the other person
(e.g., “the other person is more of a follower than a leader;”
“the other person had a dramatic way of interacting;” “the other
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Fig. 2. A telepresence robot shorter than the local (left) and taller than the local (right).

person did more talking than listening”). Participants expressed
their agreement with each statement using a seven-point rating
scale (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree).

Subjective Value in Negotiation Tasks. We used a modified
version of the 16 question Subjective Value in Negotiation Tasks
scale which has been tested for validity and reliability [34]
to measure the participants’ feelings about the tasks. These
questions were divided along four dimensions with three to
five questions per dimension: feelings about the instrumental
outcome of the task, feelings about the self, feelings about the
process, and feelings about the relationship.

3) Behavioral Measures: We used research in human
communication to identify and to code for behaviors indicative
of interpersonal dominance or submission in our video data [33].
These indicators included the percentage of time spent speaking,
the ratio of time spent looking at the other person while
speaking, and the number of attempts to interrupt the other
person. We also coded for indicators of submission such as
the amount of time spent listening and the ratio of time spent
looking at the other person while listening. In addition, we
made qualitative observations on the postures that participants
took [35]. Videos were coded by three independent coders
and inter-rater reliability was tested using Spearman’s rank
coefficient with an inter-rater reliability between coders 1 and
2 of ρ(36) = .92, p < .001 and an inter-rater reliability between
coders 2 and 3 of ρ(18) = .98, p < .001.

4) Other Measures: Following the questionnaires, we ad-
ministered a manipulation check. To determine whether the
manipulations of robot height and assigned role in the team
were successful, we asked participants whether they had to
look up, down, or straight to interact with the pilot and who
the leader of the team was. We also collected demographic
information which included gender, participant height, age,
occupation, and experience with robots.

D. Manipulations
In the following section, we describe our manipulations of

the relative height of the telepresence robot system and of the
assigned role of the participant in the team.

1) Height: We used Texai Alpha prototypes, which are
telepresence robots equipped with touch screens mounted on
mobile robotic platforms as shown in Figure 2. These systems
stream video of the operator onto the screen while providing
the remote user with the ability to physically navigate through
the environment and to control the positioning of the cameras.
The short telepresence robot measured 41 inches (104.1 cm)
to the top of the screen and 46.5 inches (118.1 cm) to the top
of the camera. The tall system measured 56.5 inches (143.5
cm) to the top of the screen and 61.5 inches (156.2 cm) to the
top of the camera. These measurements were adjusted during
pre-testing to create a 6 inch (15.2 cm) difference between
the eye level of the participant and the perceived height of
the operator. At the beginning of each session, participants
adjusted the height of their chairs so that their eye levels were
at 47 inches (119.4 cm) as depicted in Figure 2.

2) Roles: Participants were randomly assigned a role at the
beginning of the study as either the team leader or a follower.
Roles were assigned after the confederate operator and the
participant had been introduced. While addressing both the
confederate and the participant, the experimenter assigned one
of them team leadership and explained that the team leader
would be responsible for ensuring that the team reached a
consensus in the Desert Survival Task in the time provided
and that their final rankings matched.

E. Procedure

Following informed consent, we asked participants to seat
themselves and told them that we first needed to calibrate the
camera. We placed a checkerboard on the wall next to the
seat, and the experimenter asked the participant to adjust his
or her chair until the participant’s eyes were level with a line
measuring 47 inches (119.4 cm) from the ground as shown in
Figure 2. The experimenter instructed participants on the Desert
Survival Task. Participants reviewed the survival scenario and
then took three minutes to record their initial rankings of the
survival items. Following the initial rankings, the confederate
operator drove into the room, and the experimenter introduced
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the confederate and the participant to each other as participants.
The experimenter then assigned the role of team leader and
told the participant and the confederate that they would have
12 minutes to discuss and to reach a consensus on a set of
final rankings. After the discussion period was completed, the
experimenter re-entered the room, instructed the participant
and the confederate on the Ultimatum Task, and exited the
room to allow the participant and confederate to complete
the exercise. Upon completion of the task, the confederate
exited the room and the experimenter administered the post-
experiment questionnaire.

F. Analyses

In an exploratory analysis, we sought to determine potential
covariates, testing effects of gender, age, and participant height
on the dependent variables, and found only height to have a
significant effect. We therefore included participant height as
a covariate in all final analyses.

1) Task Measures: An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
was conducted to analyze the measures of agreement from
the Desert Survival Task, using the difference between the
final consensus ranking and the confederate’s initial ranking
as the response variable and participant height as a covariate.
An ANCOVA was also used to analyze participant’s proposed
splits in the Ultimatum Task. The first split proposed by the
participant in round one and the second split proposed by
the participant in round three were the response variables and
participant height was a covariate. A Pearson’s Chi-squared
test was used to determine any effects of height or team
role on participants accepting the unfair (75/25) proposal by
the confederate. Post-hoc comparisons in all tests used the
Bonferroni correction.

2) Subjective Measures: Our analysis of participant re-
sponses to the questionnaire included tests of internal con-
sistency along the dimensions defined by the Interpersonal
Dominance [33] and the Subjective Value in Negotiation
Tasks [34] scales, described earlier in Section IV-C2. Because
these measures were adapted from research in human commu-
nication, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis to ensure
their reliability in the context of robot-mediated communication.
This analysis showed that the items did not reliably compose the
sub-scales suggested in the literature. Therefore, we followed
up with an exploratory factor analysis to construct new sub-
scales from the set of items. Our analysis resulted in two new
sub-scales, which we identified as conversational control (two
items; Cronbach′s α = .78) and feelings about the negotiation
(11 items; Cronbach′s α = .91). The analysis of data from these
sub-scales and of the individual questionnaire items involved
ANCOVA tests that used participant height as a covariate. Data
from the manipulation check questions were analyzed using
Pearson’s Chi-squared tests.

3) Behavioral Measures: Analysis of the data resulting from
our qualitative coding of the videos involved ANCOVA tests,
using participant height as a covariate for time-based measures
and Pearson’s Chi-squared tests for frequency-based behaviors.

V. RESULTS

The analysis of data from manipulation check questions
showed that participants were able to distinguish between the
different heights of the telepresence robot, χ2(3, N=36) =
37.0, p < .001, and assigned roles, χ2(2, N=38) = 20.8, p <
.001, across conditions.

Hypothesis 1 posited that when interacting with an operator
that was using a shorter telepresence robot, local participants
who were assigned leadership would exhibit the most domi-
nance. Our results showed partial support for this hypothesis.
We found that locals who interacted with an operator that was
using a shorter telepresence robot felt that the negotiation had a
more positive impact on their self image M = 5.29, SD = 1.68
than those who interacted with an operator that was using a
taller telepresence robot M = 4.50, SD = 1.64, F(1, 34) = 4.41,
p = .043, ηp

2 = .115 as shown in Figure 3. Locals that interacted
with an operator that was using a shorter telepresence robot
also showed a tendency toward feeling more satisfied with
their relationship with the operator M = 6.05, SD = 1.65,
than those who interacted with an operator that was using a
taller telepresence robot M = 5.35, SD = 1.65, F(1, 35) = 3.54,
p = .068, ηp

2 = .092. We also found that locals who interacted
with an operator that was using a shorter telepresence robot
spent a greater ratio of the total interaction time speaking
M = .656, SD = .070 than those that interacted with an operator
that was using a taller telepresence robot M = .589, SD = .081,
F(1, 33) = 8.07, p = .008, ηp

2 = .196. There was a marginal
effect of the relative height of the telepresence robot on the
total amount of time spent in discussion. Locals who interacted
with an operator that was using a shorter telepresence robot
spent more time in discussion M = 536.63, SD = 126.82 than
those that interacted with an operator that was using a taller
telepresence robot M = 479.74, SD = 90.21, F = (1, 33) = 2.98,
p = .094, ηp

2 = .083.
We found no support for Hypothesis 2, that when interacting

with an operator that was using a taller telepresence robot,
local participants who were assigned a follower role would
exhibit the least dominance. We found that when the local was
assigned leadership, locals felt that they were significantly more
in control of the conversation, M = 4.33, SD = 1.34 than when
the operator was assigned leadership, M = 3.40, SD = 1.31,
F(1, 34) = 9.81, p = .004, ηp

2 = .224, regardless of the relative
height of the telepresence robot. Locals who were assigned
leadership felt marginally more relaxed M = 5.78, SE = .289
than those that interacted with an operator who was assigned
a leadership M = 4.97, SE = .297, F(1, 34) = 3.70, p = .063,
ηp

2 = .098. We found no significant effects of the relative height
of the telepresence robot or of assigned role on the participant’s
feelings about the negotiation. We found no main effects for
the relative height of the telepresence robot or for assigned
role on the measures for agreement in the Desert Survival Task.
We also found no significant effects of the relative height of
the robot or assigned role in the Ultimatum Task on what the
participant chose as a split in their first or second proposals or
on whether or not the participant chose to accept the unfair split
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Fig. 3. Results showing significant effects of the relative height of the telepresence robot and assigned role on task (left), subjective (middle), and behavioral
(right) outcomes. (*) and (**) denotes p < .05 and p < .01, respectively.

in the last round of the task. In contrast, we found a marginal
effect of assigned role on the ratio of time spent looking at the
other person while speaking. When the operator was assigned
leadership, locals spent more time looking at the operator
when speaking M = .252, SD = .149 than when the local was
assigned leadership M = .181, SD = .096, F(1, 33) = 2.98,
p = .094, ηp

2 = .083. There were no significant effects for the
relative height of telepresence robot or for assigned role in
the amount of time spent listening, the ratio of looking at the
other person while listening, or the number of times that locals
attempted to interrupt the operator.

Hypothesis 3 predicted that local participants interacting
with an operator that was using a shorter telepresence robot
would exhibit more dominance, regardless of their assigned
role, than those who interacted with an operator that was using
a taller telepresence robot. Our results showed support for this
hypothesis. We found a significant interaction effect between
the relative height of the telepresence robot and assigned role,
F(1, 35) = 4.17, p = .049, ηp

2 = .107 in the Desert Survival
Task. Post-hoc analyses revealed that height only had an effect
when the operator was assigned the leadership role, F(1, 35) =
6.68, p = .014, ηp

2 = .160; locals were more persuaded by
operators who were assigned leadership and who were using
a taller telepresence robot, M = 4.80, SD = 3.29, than locals
who interacted with operators who were assigned leadership
and who were using a shorter telepresence robot, M = 9.60,
SD = 7.65 (Figure 3). When the local was assigned leadership,
the relative height of the robot did not have a significant effect,
F(1, 35) = 0.094, p = .762, ηp

2 = .003.

In addition, we also found a marginal interaction effect
between the relative height of the telepresence robot and
assigned role on how well the interaction built a foundation
for a future relationship with the operator, F(1, 35) = 6.86,
p = .062, ηp

2 = .096. Post-hoc analyses (using the Bonferroni
correction) revealed that height only had an effect when the

participant was leader, F(1, 35) = 3.73, p = .061, ηp
2 = .096.

Local leaders tended to feel that the interaction built a better
foundation for a future relationship when the operator was using
a shorter telepresence robot M = 5.66, SD = 3.85, than when
the operator was using a taller telepresence robot M = 4.84,
SD = 3.85. When the operator was leader, height did not have
a significant effect, F(1, 35) = .63, p = .433, ηp

2 = .018.

VI. DISCUSSION

The results provided limited support for Hypothesis 1;
when using a shorter telepresence robot, local participants in
leadership roles would exhibit the most dominance. We found
no support for Hypothesis 2; when using a taller telepresence
robot, local participants in follower roles would show the least
dominance. However, when using a shorter telepresence robot,
local participants exhibited more dominance, regardless of their
assigned role, than those who used a taller telepresence robot,
providing support for Hypothesis 3.

We found that locals felt better about themselves and showed
more dominance by taking more speaking time (as opposed to
listening time) when the operator used a shorter telepresence
robot and felt more in control of the conversation when assigned
leadership, regardless of the robot’s height. However, locals
who were assigned a follower role exhibited more dominant
behavior in the form of higher ratios of gaze while speaking.
Our results also highlight that locals found the operator to be the
least persuasive when the operator used a shorter telepresence
robot while being in a leadership role. Further analysis may
provide insight into why locals had such an adverse reaction
to the operator in this condition.

Based on our results, we speculate that when locals were
assigned leadership and interacted with an operator who used
a shorter telepresence robot, the local’s role was reinforced
by his or her superior height. Conversely, when assigned a
follower role and interacting with an operator who used a taller
telepresence robot, the local’s role was reinforced by his or her
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inferior height. However, when interacting with an operator
who was assigned leadership while using a shorter telepresence
robot, the disparity between the local’s assigned role and his
or her greater height may have created cognitive dissonance.
This dissonance may have triggered more aggressive behaviors
in participants, which may explain why locals exhibited more
dominance by spending more time speaking than listening
to the operator when they were assigned a follower role.
Additionally, in our qualitative observations, we noted that
locals who interacted with an operator in a leadership role
using a shorter telepresence robot spent more time leaning
toward the robot in an open and aggressive posture than in
any other condition. In taking this type of posture, participants
may have triggered short-term physiological changes, making
them less agreeable to negotiation [35].

An alternative explanation may be that adults are accustomed
to interacting with shorter people, such as children, using
an authoritative stance. Communicating via a shorter system,
similar in height to that of a child, may have triggered
behavior or strategies for interacting with children, who may
be aggressive in trying to persuade others.

A. Design Implications

Although our results found that interacting with a taller
telepresence robot had no effect in either assigned role, they
highlighted the potential negative effects that height might play
on an operator’s influence when he or she is in a position of
power. These effects are of particular importance in contexts
where the operator’s ability to exert authority are critical to
the success of the interaction, such as in businesses where
employers are using telepresence robots to stay in contact
with their employees, in interactions where negotiation is a
key factor, in educational settings where the teacher is using
a telepresence robot to teach while maintaining control of
the classroom, and in medical settings where doctors are
prescribing treatment plans for patients. As a result, those
designing robotic telepresence systems should be aware of
who the potential users of the system are and what their roles
may be. For example, if a system is intended for use by remote
team members in collaborative tasks, designers may choose
to create a shorter system to increase how positive the local
users feel about interactions with the operator. However, if
systems are expensive and will be reserved for use by company
executives in negotiations or by specialists such as doctors,
designers may prefer to create taller systems that can aid
operators in persuading locals to follow their lead.

B. Limitations

The study presented here has several limitations that may
decrease the generalizability of our results. First, the lack of
support for our hypotheses in the Ultimatum Task may have
stemmed from positioning it after the Desert Survival Task.
In previous studies [19], [32], the Ultimatum Task was an
independent exercise. Asking the participant to interact with
the confederate in a negotiation that requires consensus prior
to engaging in the Ultimatum Task might have established a

cooperative relationship between the local and the operator,
leading to a tendency toward fairness and compromise.

In addition, our inability to match our questionnaire items
with the dimensions defined by previous work and the results
of our confirmatory factor analysis indicate that these measures
may not translate directly from human communication research
to robot-mediated communication. More work should be done
to further disentangle the subjective effects that the height of
the telepresence robot has on the local-operator relationship.

Last, the system that we used for the study forced some
physical limitations on how much we were able to adjust for
height. For example, during the study, several participants
commented on the inability to tilt the screen to an angle
appropriate to the system’s height. Due to physical stability
issues associated with increasing the center of mass, we
were unable to increase the height of the robot to investigate
differences in the perceptions of the local between seated and
standing positions. We were also unable to move the camera
on the robot closer to where the confederate appeared on the
screen, making it difficult for participants to feel that they were
able to maintain eye contact.

C. Future Work

Further studies in this domain may increase the generaliz-
ability of our results by examining how the short-term effects
of height may evolve over time, how previous contact with
the operator may mediate the local’s reaction to the height
of the system, and how allowing the operator to adjust his or
her height may change local user perceptions. Additionally,
modifying the angle of the screen may increase the impact
that the height of the system has on the relationship between
users. Examining the interaction between two non-confederate
users in a dyadic study may offer other insights into the
repercussions that the height of the system and thus the
physical representation of the operator might have in working
relationships.

Additional work must also be done to further untangle how
other aspects of system appearance might change the dynamics
between collaborators. Further work in the proportions of the
system, the dimensionality of the operator’s representation (e.g.,
a flat screen, multiple screens oriented in different directions,
projected onto a sphere), and the fluidity of the system’s
movements may reveal additional factors that will influence
the design and use of future systems.

VII. CONCLUSION

Many aspects of physical appearance have been shown to
change how an individual is perceived, judged, and treated by
others. One of these characteristics shown to have a prominent
effect is height. Robotic telepresence systems that extend a
remote user’s presence through a robotic representation are
unique in that designers are able to choose the height and
appearance of the system. However, many of the systems that
are currently being used have been designed to place remote
users at an arbitrary height relative to that of the local users with
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minimal consideration of how the local-operator relationship
might be affected.

In our study, we assigned the role of either a leader or
a follower to participants and explored how manipulating
the relative height of the telepresence robot to be shorter
or taller than the participant reinforced or undermined his
or her authority. We found that locals felt that the operator
was less persuasive when using a shorter telepresence robot
and playing a leadership role. Locals also exhibited more
dominance in terms of how much time they spent speaking
(vs. listening) and experienced an increase in self-esteem when
interacting with an operator using a shorter telepresence robot.
In addition, locals in leadership roles felt that they had greater
control over the conversation. However, locals in follower roles
exhibited greater dominance by looking at the other person
more while speaking. While the results presented in this paper
are limited to short-term interactions, they provide evidence
that the height of robotic telepresence systems may shape
interactions between remote and local users. These results not
only inform the design of current and future systems, but also
reinforce the importance of considering embodiment when
designing robotic communication systems and shaping robot-
mediated communication.
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